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MANAGEMENT PERSONNEL
Managing Director, Head of UK & Western Europe: Mr. Shai Shemesh
UK Sales Manager: Mr Stuart Jones
UK Sales Manager: Mr. Gary Wilson 

MACHINERY SUPPLIED
FILLING MACHINES: SA’s fully automatic and semi automatic dosers & fillers for
liquid and viscose have been been relentlessly servicing our global respected list
of clients in the food, cosmetics and chemicals industries since 1990. Throughputs
offered in the 1,000 -12,000 pph range. Strict waste management, minimum
downtime and space design, safety, product protection, operational flexibility and
long-term reliability are in the core DNA of our product portfolio and engineering
mindset.
CAPPING MACHINES: Fully and semi automatic capping and crimp machines for
screw caps, snap on caps, twist lock caps, plugging, pump sprays, trigger caps,
crimp sealing and more. The SHEMESH AUTOMATION cappers have been servicing
our global respected clientele in the food, health & beauty and chemicals
industries relentlessly since 1990. Throughputs are offered in the 1,000 -12,000
pph range. Strict waste management, minimum downtime and space design,
safety, product protection, operational flexibility and long-term reliability are in
the core DNA of our product portfolio and engineering mindset.
SEALING MACHINES: Shemesh Automation offers a wide range of versatile and
fully programmable seal, seal-fill, or seal-fill-cap machines in either in-line or
monoblock configurations with throughputs in the 1,000-12,000 pph range. The
sealers are offered as either as Cut & Seal solution to seal and cut film coming
from a reel or as a seal only solution from pre cut lids. Products can be formed
cups (made of PS, PP, PET, APET CPET, aluminum and coupled cardboard), trays,
bags or containers (made of plastic, glass and metal). Solutions are available in
sealing only or with vacuum/gas facilities to extend the product shelf life.
LABELLING MACHINES: Top notch self-adhesive equipment from food to
pharmaceuticals. Offerings available in throughputs of 1,000-40,000 pph and in a
precision of less then one third of a mm. For over a decade, SHEMESH
AUTOMATION has been in a successful joint venture with HERMA Germany
whereby a continuous development of robust machines designed with top of the
class Herma applicators resulted in robust machines positioned in the forefront of
the industry.
MONOBLOCK MACHINES: Any function featuring feeding, filling, capping,
double-capping weighing, labeling QC and discharging is offered by Shemesh
Automation in an ultra-smart monoblock configuration for projects involving
pharma, cosmetics and food & beverage for vials, roll-on deodorants, sprays and
other such products.
TURNKEY PACKAGING LINES:
CONVEYORS, FEEDERS, INFEED AND ACCUMULATION TABLES:
BESPOKE INDUSTRIAL AUTOMATION:
WET WIPES DIVISION - WWW.SAWETWIPES.COM: SA’s wet wipes arm,
SHEMESH AUTOMATION WET WIPES, is a global leader in NONWOVENS
downstream packaging combining soft and hard packaging solutions for the wet
wipes industry. SHEMESH AUTOMATION WET WIPES boasts an arsenal of truly
unique solutions and patents positioning it well ahead of the industry. SHEMESH
AUTOMATION WET WIPES is the proud chosen supplier of the world’s largest
corporations for branded and private labelled wipes from North America to
Europe and Asia. 

OVERSEAS REPRESENTATION
Shemesh Automation Ltd.: We have representatives globally: please contact the
UK office for your local sales office. Tel: +44 (0)20 7887 6004 Email:
sa@shemeshautomation.com 

SUMMARY
A family owned and operated business, SHEMESH AUTOMATION is a global leader
in manufacturing PRUDENT PACKAGING SOLUTIONS.

Currently under second generation management, SA services and supports over
800 Shemesh machines in over 30 countries around the world.

Its arm, Shemesh Automation Wet Wipes (www.sawetwipes.com) is a global
pioneer in nonwovens downstream packaging equipment and boasts technology
defining it at the very forefront of the industry.

Operating out of the UK and Israel, SA is represented in GERMANY, NORTH
AMERICA, SOUTH AMERICA, FRANCE, ITALY, JAPAN & INDONESIA with local after
sales support and parts in these locations. Let us build your vision is not just our
slogan. Simply put, this is what we ultimately do. 
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Thoro Capper Series

Sealpro Laminate Cutting and
Thermo Sealing Machine

Stratum Fully Automatic 
Positive Displacement Filler

LWA Series Labeller

 
  

   
  

    
          

Let us build your vision
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